It is generally believed that free-standing graphene does not demonstrate any ferroic properties. In the present work we revise this statement and show that single graphene sheet with a pair of magnetic adatoms can be driven into ferroelectric (FE) and multiferroic (MF) phases by tuning the Dirac cones slope. The transition into the FE phase occurs gradually, but an anomalous MF phase appears abruptly by means of a Quantum Phase Transition. Our findings suggest that such features should exist in graphene recently investigated by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (Science 352, 437 (2016)).
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I. INTRODUCTION
Multiferroic (MF) materials, i.e., compounds where ferroelectricity and magnetic ordering coexist, have been recognized as systems with large applications in the modern device industry 1, 2 . Nowadays, it is well-known that the mechanisms behind the multiferroic behavior are not universal and thus often material specific 3, 4 . The origin of the MF response is thus a puzzling issue which attracts the attention of researchers working in the domains of both condensed matter physics and materials science. Prominent examples where multiferroicity can be found include frustrated magnets [5] [6] [7] ; systems involving the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction as observed in manganites with spiral spin-order 7, 8 , in which the concomitant formation of electric-dipoles and long-range magnetic ordering takes place; the recently reported 2D systems with "Mexican-hat" type band-structure 9 ; incommensurate states with broken lattice inversion symmetry 10 ; and molecular conductors, where the MF behavior is linked to electron-electron correlations 11, 12 .
In this work, we investigate the perspective of using single graphene monolayer for achievement of MF behavior. It is well known that free-standing graphene is not suitable for this purpose [13] [14] [15] , thus we propose to add a pair of collinear magnetic adatoms to it situated from different sides of the sheet as shown at Fig.1 . The onset of the MF phase is achieved by tuning the slope of the Dirac cones, which breaks adatom-graphene sublattice symmetry at some critical point and drives the system towards a Quantum Phase Transition (QPT) from the ferroelectric (FE) phase to the MF.
This multiferroicity is anomalous, once this phase is preceded by a purely FE phase just with charge ordering where the local magnetic moments of the adatoms are quenched, in opposite to the conventional MF behavior, characterized by ordering parameters of ferroelectric and (Color online) MF phase of two energetically different magnetic adatoms (∆E) collinear to a carbon: distinct charge accumulations δ + and δ − together with a net magnetization (vertical arrows) can split over these adatoms. In this system, a QPT modifies abruptly the FE phase into the MF, due to the increasing of the Fano factor q0 > qc above the critical point, via the tuning of the Dirac cones slope (the Fermi velocity vF ).
magnetic-type emerging concomitantly 3, 4 and also due to the lack of conjugate fields (electric and magnetic) as tuning parameters of the phase transition. Here, we show that both can be replaced by just a single tuning parameter, which is established by the Fano factor q 0 of interference responsible for changing the Dirac cones slope. In this way, standard hysteresis loops depending upon the conjugate fields for identifying ferroelectricity and the single-phase multiferroics are not required within our framework. 
In this expression, D is the bandwidth, φ(k) = 17 is the control parameter of the QPT in our system and is given by the following ratio:
which is proportional to the constant v = 
is a Slater-type bond in the Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals approach expressed in terms of the π orbitals φ α (r) for the sublattice α, the localized adatom wavefunction φ L (r) and the single-particle Hamiltonian h, also inversely proportional to the Fermi velocity v F = 3at 2 18 . Regarding the chemical bond between the carbon atom at the sublattice A and the two collinear magnetic adatoms depicted in Fig.1 , we expect that the metallic-type bond should stabilize the set of adatoms in graphene. However, the accuracy of our model should be verified by means of an ab-initio analysis. The latter does not belong to the scope of this work. Our theoretical framework focus on evaluating the system band-structure by means of the standard tight-binding method, which for graphene, takes into account the π and π * bands formed by p z orbitals placed on carbon atoms in the presence of localized wavefunctions φ L (r) for the adatoms. In such a scenario, solely electronic hopping terms are accounted for the Hamiltonian. We should pay special attention to the regime q 0 > q c (the critical point defined later in the text), once it mimics the strong coupling limit between the adatoms and the sublattice B. In this regime, in particular, adatom-graphene sublattice symmetry breaking occurs strongly. As we will discuss later on, it is of capital importance for triggering the QPT and rising of the MF phase. The last term accounts for the on-site Coulomb interaction U, with
The parameter which characterizes the QPT that can be accessed experimentally via Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM)
19 is the density of states (DOS) of the l th adatom:
where the Green's function in energy domainG d lσ djσ is a Fourier transform of corresponding function in time domain,
wherein θ (τ ) is the Heaviside function and 2D is the density matrix of Eq.(1). To get expression forG d lσ djσ , we apply the equation-of-motion (EOM) method using Hubbard I approximation 20 . In energy domain, one gets:
with
is the non-interacting self-energy. Noteworthy, as the magnetic adatoms break the translational invariance of the lattice and time-reversal symmetry, the graphene band structure is affected: by looking at the Anderson broadening 16 
we notice that the new graphene local density of states D 0 , nearby the Dirac cones, becomes Fano factor dependent as a result.
In the equation above,G d lσ n lσ ,djσ provides a two particle Green's function determined by the Fourier transform of
whereσ = −σ and n lσ = d † lσ d lσ . In order to close the system of the equations for Green's functions, we write the expression forG d lσ n lσ ,djσ , which reads:
wherein the index s = A, B marks a sublattice, c Akσ = a kσ and c Bkσ = b kσ , φ A (k) = 1 and φ B (k) = t D q 0 φ(k), expressed in terms of new Green's functions of the same order ofG d lσ n lσ ,djσ and the occupation number
with n F (E) as the Fermi-Dirac distribution. We decouple the Green's functions in the right-hand side of Eq. (8) by employing the Hubbard I approximation, con-
is obtained via EOM and truncated as previously, which yields
wherel = 1, 2, l = 2, 1 are indices of the distinct adatoms,
is the total self-energy and
is the spin-dependent spectral weight. For ferromagnetic (FM) and MF solutions λσ l = λ σ l , otherwise we have the normal (N) phase or FE.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We model magnetic adatoms by starting with < n lσ > =< n lσ > in the self-consistent evaluation of Eq. (9) and considering the following relation between the parameters:
15 and temperature T = 0. Noteworthy, from the experimental perspective, our findings are kept robust solely within the range of extremely low temperatures (mK order), since the phenomenon reported here is triggered by a QPT 21 . In Fig.2 , we show the analysis of two spin-degenerate resonant states nearby and below the Dirac point. We consider the case for which the detuning between the energies of the two adatoms is non-zero, ∆E = E 2 − E 1 = −0.05D, which leads to the appearance of the dipole moment
For the Fano factor lying within the range 0.2 < q 0 < q c = 1.163 (the critical point), the system is characterized only by the FE phase, since the MF behavior is absent as magnetizations m l =< n l↑ > − < n l↓ > of the adatoms are zero as can be seen at panels (a) and (b) of the same figure, where we verify that the local magnetic moments of the adatoms do not survive when embedded into graphene system. Fig.2(c) illustrates the dipole moment of the pair of adatoms. We should stress that δ − − δ + and m l are local order parameters at the collinear sites of the adatoms, respectively for electric and magnetic degrees of freedom. Generally, the FE feature (electric polarization) of a system can be well-marked by evaluating the Berry phase 3, 22 , which depends upon the delocalized electronic Wannier functions spread over the crystal lattice. Here such an approach can not be invoked, since δ − − δ + arises exclusively from the local FE feature of the adatoms, which are expected to exhibit wavefunctions extremely localized at their sites. As a result, this characteristic then prevents the use of the Berry phase method to recognize a phase as FE with long-range order parameter. In the range q 0 < 0.2, δ − − δ + is almost null as expected for the N phase, and then increases rapidly signifying the formation of the FE phase.
Physically, the FE feature, which here is not spontaneous, appears due to the charge imbalance between the magnetic adatoms, which is a purely electronic effect caused by the non-zero detuning ∆E of their energy levels and the natural narrowing of the Dirac cones in the band structure outlined in Fig.2(b) : the closer to the Dirac point is the adatom energy level E 1 embedded in the graphene band structure, more emptied of electrons it should be (smaller red sphere with charge accumulation δ + ). While the deeper is the embedded level E 2 below the Dirac point, more electrons will accumulate in this adatom (bigger green sphere with charge accumulation δ − ). Thus, as the graphene density of states decreases if one moves to the Dirac point (intrinsic bottleneck shape of the Dirac cones), the quantities δ + and δ − , respectively for the levels E 1 and E 2 will be different as a result.
It is worth mentioning that in our approach, the formation of electric dipoles is thereby purely of electronic origin as we have discussed above. Lattice distortion is a direct consequence of the formation of such. A similar situation can be found in molecular compounds at the Mott metal-to-insulator [23] [24] [25] and chargeordering transitions 26, 27 . Although our approach does not cover lattice effects (ferroelasticity), given the presence of adatoms above and below the carbon atom (see Fig.1 ), one should expect that the sublattices move outof-plane, but in opposite directions due to the charge imbalance δ + and δ − giving rise to a local lattice distortion. The evaluation of the electric dipole here concerns the sites of the adatoms and not a net contribution, being our analysis unaffected by the lattice distortion. To know the entire response, an ab-initio analysis should be implemented in order to find out if the polar catastrophe occurs compensating the electric dipole due to the adatoms. Here, we focus just on such a contribution.
Concerning the MF phase, our findings demonstrate that magnetic ordering m l is formed abruptly by means of a QPT when the Fano factor reaches its critical value q 0 = q c as seen at Fig.2(a) . At the same time, the value of the dipole moment δ − − δ + experiences a jump down at q 0 = q c (see Fig.2(c) ). However, its value still remains non-zero and thus the system reaches the MF phase. We emphasize that both local order parameters δ − − δ + and m l are finite and become coupled to each other (magnetoelectric effect) just for q 0 ≥ q c , once for q 0 < q c only δ − − δ + = 0 exists and local magnetic moments of adatoms are completely suppressed. This way, distinctly from standard multiferroicity, conjugate fields as electric and magnetic are not required for connecting these order parameters, being the Fano factor the unique control (tuning) parameter responsible for establishing the aforementioned correlation and the QPT as well. As a result, such features characterize the MF behavior here reported as anomalous. However, we do not discard that the conjugate fields (electric and magnetic) can change simultaneously the charge and magnetic order parameters, since such fields be applied to the system in the regime q 0 > q c , when the order parameters become correlated. For this situation, the multiferroicity here addressed would be ruled by the conjugate fields as usually occurs for bulk single-phase multiferroics.
As the Fano factor is inversely proportional to Fermi velocity (see Eq. (2)), the latter can be used as tuning parameter driving the QPT. Notice that in the MF phase, adatoms magnetize with the same sign revealing that they exhibit parallel magnetic moments, which means that emerging effective exchange coupling of their spins (11)) is of Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida ferromagnetic-type, which manifests via graphene host as the self-energy Σ ensures. Such a coupling arises from the increasing of the Fano factor value, which breaks strongly the adatom-graphene sublattice symmetry above the critical point, since the terms
(1) for this regime. As aftermath, we find magnetic solutions and J exch is turned-on abruptly yielding the MF phase. This result matches the experimental findings reported in Ref. [19] , where a ferromagnetic coupling between magnetic adatoms is established by an exchange interaction via graphene, which is peculiar in a such a system: for the scenario of magnetic adatoms placed at carbon atoms belonging to the same sublattice, their local magnetic moments persist within the graphene environment and J exch is ferromagnetic-type, otherwise these moments become suppressed.
Here, the former situation occurs for q 0 ≥ q c and once in this range the Fano factor q 0 attains higher values, it forces the adatoms to perceive solely the sublattice B leading to J exch of ferromagnetic-type, while below the critical point q 0 < q c the strength of q 0 is moderate, thus turning-off the magnetism at the adatoms, as aftermath of their couplings at the same footing with both sublattices. This situation should be distinguished with respect to the hollow setup considered by some of us 28 , where a ferromagnetic exchange is not verified even considering magnetic adatoms. In such a case, the magnetic moments of the adatoms, within the Hubbard I approximation, become quenched as pointed out by our self-consistent calculations. For the bridge configuration, which is similar to the hollow case, we let it for the near future.
If one uses the detuning ∆E between the two collinear adatoms as driving parameter (which can be done e.g. by application of a bias parallel to the plane of the system) and keeps the Fano factor fixed, the system exhibits MF behavior in the finite range ∆ε c1 < ∆ε < ∆ε c2 as it can be seen at Figs.2(d,e) . If the two adatoms are equal, naturally, there is no dipole moment in the system and their magnetizations are equal as observed in the point ∆E = 0, which is marked by the circle in the vertical dashed line in Fig.2(d) (FM phase) . Notice that the dependence of δ − − δ + on ∆E shows linear trend as expected, with discontinuities at the critical points ∆ε c1 and ∆ε c2 . Fig.3 represents the 3D plots showing magnetization and dipole moment as a function of both q 0 and ∆ε. The presence of the QPT characterized by abrupt jumps of the dipole moment and magnetization is clearly visible at these plots. The full phase diagram of the system, which is the main result of the current work is shown at Fig.3(d) .
As demonstrated in Ref. [29] by one of us, one way to tune the slope of the Dirac cones is to couple electronic states in free-standing graphene to linear polarized dressing light field. To detect the FE phase, one can employ STM tip measurements of differential conductance for suspended graphene 13 (insets of Figs.4(a,b) , which give respectively distinct charge accumulations δ − =< n 2↑ > + < n 2↓ > and δ + =< n 1↑ > + < n 1↓ > that characterize the local ordering parameter δ − − δ + = 0, since we can notice from panels (a,b) different areas. We should pay particular attention that in the FE phase, a single pronounced spin-degenerate peak nearby the Dirac point is also a hallmark of such a phase.
A sudden spin-splitting (panels (c,d) and insets with q 0 = 1.2), due to the QPT, of the already charge split resonant states (panels (a,b) with q 0 = 1) is verified in the MF phase. Such a splitting can be detectable just by employing an unpolarized STM tip, which reveals in DOS ,d) ), the pair of peaks in the neighborhood of the Dirac point (insets of these panels) constitutes the capital fingerprint for confirming the MF phase. Thus the presence of the FE ordering is revealed by the charge split peaks in the DOSs as shown at Figs.4(a,b) , while the transition into the MF phase is accompanied by the emergence of the additional spin splitting of the peaks as shown at Figs.4(c,d) . Thereby, we consider these features as the smoking-gun of the QPT transition from the FE phase to MF, which experimentalists can pursuit for.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have shown that graphene with collinear pair of magnetic adatoms can be driven into a MF phase via a QPT by changing the slope of the Dirac cones. To detect such a QPT, we claim that the proper tool to this aim is the STM experiment reported in Ref. [19] . 
